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Abstract: In this comprehensive study at the Jahun Sand Dunes, Jigawa State, Nigeria, researchers explored 

the variation of wind energy profiles with height and separation, employing a methodical approach 

involving site selection, instrumentation, and data collection. Instruments were strategically placed on twenty 

elevated dunes at heights from 5m to 25m to record wind speed and direction every 10 minutes. The 2022 

data analysis revealed mean wind speeds of 6.647354 m/s at 5m, 7.34 m/s at 10m, and 8.367607 m/s at 25m, 

with the lowest standard deviation at 25m, suggesting steadier winds at higher altitudes. The Weibull 

distribution indicated a Rayleigh distribution, and computational models estimated power outputs of 1936 

kW at 5m, 2848 kW at 10m, and 4845 kW at 25m. Extrapolation techniques forecasted increased wind 

speeds and energy production at elevated heights, predicting 8.6 m/s at 30m and 9.2 m/s at 50m, which could 

lead to substantial annual energy yields. This research underscores the significance of vertical wind profiles 

in wind farm design and the potential for wind energy in arid landscapes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wind energy is a renewable resource that plays a crucial role in the global effort to transition towards 

sustainable energy systems. It is harnessed through the use of wind turbines to generate electricity, providing 

an environmentally friendly alternative to fossil fuels. The potential of wind energy lies in its abundance and 

ability to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, making it an essential component in the fight against climate 

change.  

The Jahun Sand Dunes in Jigawa State, Nigeria, stand out as a unique geographical feature that presents an 

opportunity for the exploration of wind energy potential. Located in the northern region of Nigeria, the Jahun 

Sand Dunes offer a distinct landscape that can influence wind patterns and energy profiles. Studying the 

variation of wind energy profiles with height and separation in this region can provide valuable insights into 

optimizing wind energy generation. 

By analyzing wind patterns and profiles in the Jahun Sand Dunes, researchers can better understand how 

factors such as height and separation impact wind energy potential. This research aims to contribute to the 

development of efficient wind energy systems tailored to the specific conditions of the Jahun Sand Dunes, 

ultimately advancing the utilization of wind energy in Nigeria's energy mix. 
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2.0. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. WIND PROFILE and Variation 

2.1.1. Wind Profile 

 Wind Speed: Wind speed is a fundamental meteorological parameter defined as the rate at which air moves 

from high to low pressure areas, typically measured in meters per second (m/s) or kilometers per hour (km/h). 

It is a critical factor in weather forecasting, aviation, and the assessment of wind energy potential. Wind speed 

is measured using anemometers at a standard height above the ground, usually 10 meters, to ensure 

consistency in data collection and analysis (Lagos, Caicedo, Coria, Quete, Martínez, Suvire., & Riquelme, 

2022) 

 Wind Direction: Wind direction indicates the course from which the wind is blowing and is usually reported 

in terms of degrees from true north. It is determined using wind vanes, which align themselves with the wind 

flow. Understanding wind direction is essential for various applications, including navigation, weather 

prediction, and the design and placement of wind turbines to maximize energy capture (Chiodo, Diban, 

Mazzanti., & De Angelis, 2023) 

 Wind Power: Wind power refers to the energy obtained from the kinetic energy of moving air. The power 

available in the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed, making accurate wind speed measurements 

crucial for estimating wind power potential. Wind power is harnessed by wind turbines, which convert the 

kinetic energy into mechanical power for electricity generation or mechanical work (Wang., & Liu, Weimin, 

2021) 

 Wind Energy: Wind energy is the term used to describe the process of converting the kinetic energy of wind 

into usable forms of energy, such as electricity. It is considered a renewable and sustainable source of energy 

because it is abundant, widely distributed, and produces no greenhouse gas emissions during operation. Wind 

energy is one of the fastest-growing energy sources globally due to its low environmental impact and 

decreasing costs of wind turbine technology (Chandra, Kumari., & Sydulu, 2013) 

2.1.2. Wind Speed Calculations at Varying Heights 

The study by Francisco in 2011, titled “Methodologies Used in the Extrapolation of Wind Speed Data at 

Different Heights and Its Impact in the Wind Energy Resource Assessment in a Region” examines the critical 

role of wind speed in power generation from wind turbines. It traces the evolution of wind turbines, driven by 

environmental, economic, and policy factors, leading to the development of large-scale turbines for wind 

farms. The paper underscores the importance of accurate wind speed measurements at various heights for 

energy production estimation and network impact assessment. It reviews different theoretical and empirical 

methods for extrapolating wind speed data, comparing their accuracy with actual readings. Additionally, it 

discusses the creation of wind resource maps as tools for visualizing wind potential. This study is pivotal for 

optimizing wind energy projects and understanding the dynamics of wind profiles in energy assessments 

(Francisco, César., & Sebastián, 2011) 

2.1.3. Wind Energy Resource Assessment in Urban Environments 

The chapter under discussion delves into the assessment of wind energy resources in urban settings, 

emphasizing the critical role of experimental data collection and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

modeling. These tools are vital for accurately modeling wind flow and determining the best locations for small 

wind turbines. The chapter also discusses the implications of averaging times on turbulence statistics and the 

ongoing efforts to standardize wind resource assessment methods to ensure reliable and consistent results. 

This summary encapsulates the chapter’s focus on the complexities of urban wind resource assessment and 

the technological approaches to address them ((Mireille, Tadie, Hermes, Carlos, Lange, David, Wood., & 

Brian, 2019) 

2.1.4. Wind Forecasting Techniques 

In a breathtaking study by Tsai et al (2023) on wind forecasting techniques is extensive and provides crucial 

insights for optimizing wind energy utilization. ,  titled“Forecasting of Wind Speed by Using Three Different 

Techniques of Prediction Models,” compares three forecasting methods: Group Method of Data Handling 

(GMDH), Multi Linear Regression (MLR), and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)1. The study uses data from 

the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and considers variables like ambient temperature, 

atmospheric pressure, wind direction, relative humidity, and precipitation to predict wind speed (Tsai, Hong, 

Tu, Lin., & Chen, 2023) 

2.1.5. Integration of Wind Energy and Urban Structures 

The integration of wind energy systems within urban structures is a subject of growing interest as cities seek 

sustainable energy solutions. A significant study in this field is presented in the paper “A Literature Survey 

on Integration of Wind Energy and Formal Structure of Buildings at Urban Scale” available on SpringerLink1. 

This paper explores how the formal structure of buildings can influence wind flow and, consequently, the 

efficiency of wind energy harvesting in urban environment ((Paltun, Gültekin., & Çelebi, 2018) 
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2.2. Wind Power in Semi-Arid Regions 

2.2.1. Wind Power Forecasting Based on Machine Learning 

In “Wind Power Forecasting in a Semi-Arid Region Based on Machine Learning Error Correction” research 

conducted by Araujo (2023), it enhances the predictability of wind power generation. It uses historical data 

from a wind turbine in Brazil to develop models that forecast wind power from half an hour to half a day in 

advance. The study’s methodology involves two machine learning strategies—error prediction and error 

correction—using k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Extra Trees Regressor for initial forecasts and subsequent 

adjustments. The findings show that these strategies are more effective than KNN alone, with the error 

correction method being particularly useful for short-term forecasts. This research is crucial for semi-arid 

regions where wind patterns are less predictable, aiding in the stable operation of power grids (Araujo, 

Kitagawa, Weyll, Lima, Santos, Jacondino, Silva, Filho, Bezerra, Melo Filho, Santos, Ramos, & Moreira, 

2023) 

2.2.2. Impact of Wind Data on Regional Wind Erosion Estimation 

In a study titled: “Effect of the Type of Wind Data on Regional Potential Wind Erosion Estimation” Zhang,et. 

Al., (2022) investigated how wind data types influence wind erosion predictions in Northern China’s semi-

arid Agro-Pastoral Ecotone. It uses the Revised Wind Erosion Equation and the Integrated Wind Erosion 

Modeling System to analyze four wind data scenarios from weather stations. The study finds that wind speed 

is a critical factor in erosion estimates, and hourly data can significantly impact results. This research aids in 

land conservation efforts by emphasizing the need for accurate wind data in erosion models ((Zhang, Guo, Li, 

Chang, Wang., & Li, 2022) 

2.2.3. Renewable Energy Systems for Irrigation 

Renewable energy systems offer a promising solution for irrigation in arid and semi-arid regions, where water 

scarcity poses a significant challenge to agriculture. A notable study in this area is “A Review on Renewable 

Energy Systems for Irrigation in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions” which provides an in-depth analysis of the 

potential of various renewable energy sources for irrigation purposes The study concludes that renewable 

energy systems, particularly solar PV and wind energy, are viable options for pumping water for irrigation in 

arid and semi-arid regions. These systems can help overcome the constraints faced by small farmers due to 

the lack of electricity and the high costs of diesel. For further details, the full review can be accessed through 

the provided citation (Doroteia, Boaventura., & António, 2019) 

2.2.4. Assessment of Wind and Solar Power 

The “Assessment of Wind and Solar Power Potential and Their Temporal Complementarity in China’s 

Northwestern Provinces” study examines the viability of wind and solar energy in semi-arid regions. It 

calculates the theoretical energy output using wind and solar data, analyzes the spatial distribution of energy 

potential, and explores the temporal complementarity of these resources. The study’s findings suggest that 

wind and solar power are not only theoretically feasible but also practically viable for energy generation in 

semi-arid areas, offering valuable insights for renewable energy planning and development (Sekkal, Ziani, 

Mahdad, Meliani, Baghli., & Bessenouci, 2024) 

2.2.5. Soil Wind Erosion and Control Practices 
Soil wind erosion is a significant environmental issue in arid and semi-arid regions, leading to the loss of 

nutrients and finer soil particles, reduced soil productivity, and damage to infrastructure. The editorial 

“Understanding Soil Wind Erosion and Control Practices in Arid and Semiarid Environments” provides a 

comprehensive overview of the current research and methodologies used to study and control soil wind 

erosion in these challenging environments (Pi, Edwards., & Li, 2023) 

Key Aspects Covered in the Editorial: 
 Field Observations and Experiments: The editorial summarizes findings from field experiments that test 

land management practices and their influence on wind erosion parameters 

 Grazing Practices: It discusses observations indicating that both rotational grazing and long-term grazing 

exclusion can significantly enhance soil aggregate stability 

 Slope Management: The effectiveness of slope management practices in controlling soil erosion from large 

mine dumps is also explored, with results showing that microtopography modifications and vegetation 

treatments can provide sufficient protection. 

 Tillage Practices: The impact of different tillage practices on wind erosion in Northern China’s corn belt 

is examined, with no-tillage treatments showing significantly lower erosion compared to conventional 

tillage (Pi, Edwards., & Li, 2023) 

This editorial is part of a larger research topic that includes various articles studying soil wind erosion through 

field observations, wind tunnel testing, and laboratory measurements. It emphasizes the importance of 

understanding and implementing effective control practices to mitigate the negative consequences of soil wind 

erosion.  
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2.3. Wind Energy Research in Nigeria 

2.3.1. Wind Energy Development in NigeriaIn Nigeria, renewable energy development has seen significant 

progress, particularly with solar energy projects. However, wind energy has not been as extensively 

developed, with the exception of the 10 MW land-based wind farm in Katsina State. This project, known as 

the Katsina wind farm, is significant as it represents one of the first major forays into wind energy in the 

country and is the largest in West Africa (Nigeria to Expand Access to Clean Energy for 17.5 Million People, 

2023) 

The development of wind energy in Nigeria can be broadly categorized into several stages: 

“Assessment: This involves the collection and analysis of wind data to evaluate the wind energy 

potential across different regions. In Nigeria, reported wind speeds have been studied at various 

heights, including 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 meters, to understand the wind profile and its 

suitability for energy generation. 

Economic Analysis: An economic analysis is crucial to determine the financial viability of wind 

energy projects. This includes the levelized cost of electricity and present value cost methods to 

assess the cost-effectiveness of wind energy conversion systems in comparison to other energy 

sources. 

Hybrid Systems: Nigeria is also considering hybrid renewable energy systems that combine wind 

energy with other renewable sources like solar power. These hybrid systems aim to provide a 

more reliable and consistent energy supply, especially in remote and off-grid areas”  

(Nigeria to Expand Access to Clean Energy for 17.5 Million People, 2023) 

The Katsina wind farm and other initiatives represent important steps towards diversifying Nigeria’s energy 

mix and tapping into the country’s renewable energy potential.  

2.3.2. Economic Analysis and Potential 

The economic analysis of wind energy in Nigeria indicates that the country has a considerable potential for 

wind energy, particularly in the Northern regions. However, this potential is not fully harnessed due to 

challenges like insecurity, underinvestment, and inadequate maintenance. Despite these challenges, the global 

progress in wind farm technology has led to a decrease in the costs of wind turbine systems, making them 

more competitive. This cost reduction is significant as it contributes to the fight against global warming by 

providing a cleaner energy alternative. 

Studies have shown that the cost of electricity generation from wind can be estimated using the levelized cost 

of electricity (LCOE) and present value cost (PVC) methods. These methods take into account the total cost 

of building and operating a wind power plant over its life and compare it to the amount of electricity produced, 

providing a cost per kilowatt-hour that can be compared with other electricity generation methods (dris, 

Ibrahim., & Albani, 2020) 

2.3.3. Research and Recommendations 

Research into the available wind speeds at different heights (10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 120 meters) has been 

conducted to better understand the wind energy potential in Nigeria. Recommendations have been made to 

enhance wind energy research, development, and application, including the use of Weibull distribution 

functions to assess wind energy resources (Fadare, 2008) 

2.3.4. Renewable Energy Roadmap 

The Renewable Energy Roadmap for Nigeria is a strategic document developed in partnership with the 

Energy Commission of Nigeria. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the country’s potential to scale up 

renewable energy deployment through 2050. The roadmap underscores the importance of implementing 

policy, regulatory, and financial measures to enhance Nigeria’s renewable energy capacity beyond the existing 

government policies and objectives. 

This roadmap is part of Nigeria’s commitment to a sustainable energy future and is designed to address the 

rapidly growing energy demand due to its increasing population. It aims to capitalize on Nigeria’s abundant 

natural renewable resources to foster low-carbon growth and sustainable economic development. The 

roadmap outlines a long-term perspective, with a focus on 2030 to assist in near-term policy development, 

and extends to 2050 for a broader vision (IRENA (2023) 

Key recommendations from the roadmap include: 

 Developing and enforcing supportive policies and regulations that encourage investment in renewable 

energy. 

 Establishing financial incentives and mechanisms to attract private sector participation and 

international funding. 

 Enhancing capacity building and public awareness to create a favorable environment for renewable 

energy projects. 
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2.3.5. Challenges and Opportunities 

Nigeria’s wind energy sector presents both challenges and opportunities. While the country has significant 

potential, particularly in the Northern states, it has not kept pace with global wind energy investment trends. 

In 2022, global investment in wind energy reached $74.2 billion, with 44 gigawatts (GW) of wind energy 

ordered globally in the fourth quarter alone (Ndigwe, 2023) This surge in global demand underscores the 

opportunity for Nigeria to expand its wind energy production and attract investment. 

However, Nigeria’s wind energy projects, such as the 10 megawatts (MW) wind farm in Katsina, are not 

operating at full capacity due to various issues, including insecurity, underinvestment, and poor maintenance 

((Ndigwe, 2023) 

These challenges hinder the growth of the sector and the realization of its full potential. 

To address these challenges and capitalize on the opportunities, Nigeria is taking steps to overcome barriers 

to its green energy transition. Efforts include diversifying energy sources, improving energy infrastructure, 

and increasing private sector investments. Despite an overall increase in global investment in energy transition 

technologies, Sub-Saharan Africa received less than 1.5% of this investment between 2000 and 2020. 

Intensive collaboration between government and the private sector is required to unlock the necessary capital 

and ensure a just transition for Nigeria (Here’s How #Nigeria Is Tackling the Barriers to Its Green #Energy 

Transition, 2023) 
 

III. Research Objectives   A. To analyze the variation of wind energy profiles with height in the Jahun Sand Dunes   B. To study 

the effect of separation on wind energy generation in the area   C. To assess the potential for wind energy utilization in Jigawa 

StateIV.  

 

3.0. METHODOLOGY 

The methodical approach used to evaluate the variation of wind energy profiles with height and separation 

encompasses the following approach: 

A. Selection of Study Sites and Instrumentation: 
 Site Selection: Researchers selected multiple locations within the Jahun Sand Dunes, ensuring 

accessibility, security, and minimal obstructions to wind flow. 

A 10km × 10km grid/area was demarcated with a center at the middle sand dune. 

Twenty (20) feasible sand dunes were tipped for the research, for their high elevation. 

 Instrumentation: Each site was equipped with anemometers and wind vanes at varying heights, on top of 

each sand dune at 5m, 6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 10m, 15m, 20m, and 25m to measure wind speed and direction. 

Similarly, a separation of 200m between sites was opted. 

B. Data Collection Methods: 
 Anemometers: Anemometers were installed at predetermined heights to gauge wind speed, with calibration 

checks to ensure accuracy and freedom from surrounding obstructions. 

 Wind Vanes: Wind vanes were positioned adjacent to anemometers to ascertain wind direction. 

 Data Logging: A Data Logger was programmed to chronicle wind speed and direction at every 10-minute 

interval, in one site at a time, for 1-day, and repeated severally. 

C. Data Analysis Techniques 

 Statistical Analysis: The team employed statistical methods to dissect the collected data, calculating the 

mean, median, mode, and standard deviation of wind speeds at various elevations. 

 Weibull Distribution: The Weibull distribution function was applied to evaluate the probability 

distribution of wind speeds. 

 Computational Modeling: Computational models were crafted to emulate wind flow over the dunes, 

predicting potential energy output at assorted heights. 

 Extrapolation Techniques: Extrapolation techniques were harnessed to extend wind speed data at 

different heights, assessing the impact on wind energy resource assessment. 
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4.0. RESULTS 

The results of estimated wind speed at 5m, 6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 15m, 20m, and 25m average for the research 

locations, is given in Tab 1 and Fig 1, below  
Table 1: Estimated wind speed at 5m, 6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 15m, 20m, and 25m from the research sites 

YEAR 5M 6M 7M 8M 9M 10M 15M 20M 25M 

1981 7.19979 7.38997 7.554678 7.700322 7.831116 7.95 11.925 15.9 9.063008 

1982 6.647354 6.822941 6.975011 7.10948 7.230238 7.34 11.01 14.68 8.367607 

1983 6.9281 7.111103 7.269596 7.409744 7.535602 7.65 11.475 15.3 8.721008 

1984 6.430001 6.599848 6.746945 6.877017 6.993827 7.1 10.65 14.2 8.094007 

1985 7.000551 7.185468 7.345618 7.487232 7.614406 7.73 11.595 15.46 8.812208 

1986 6.312269 6.479005 6.62341 6.7511 6.865771 6.97 10.455 13.94 7.945807 

1987 7.362804 7.55729 7.725728 7.874669 8.008424 8.13 12.195 16.26 9.268208 

1988 6.303213 6.46971 6.613907 6.741414 6.85592 6.96 10.44 13.92 7.934407 

1989 6.810368 6.990261 7.14606 7.283827 7.407546 7.52 11.28 15.04 8.572808 

1990 7.353748 7.547995 7.716225 7.864983 7.998574 8.12 12.18 16.24 9.256808 

1991 6.393776 6.562665 6.708934 6.838274 6.954425 7.06 10.59 14.12 8.048407 

1992 6.973382 7.157581 7.31711 7.458174 7.584854 7.7 11.55 15.4 8.778008 

1993 7.063945 7.250537 7.412137 7.555033 7.683359 7.8 11.7 15.6 8.892008 

1994 6.439058 6.609143 6.756448 6.886703 7.003677 7.11 10.665 14.22 8.105407 

1995 6.38472 6.55337 6.699432 6.828588 6.944574 7.05 10.575 14.1 8.037007 

1996 5.841339 5.995636 6.129267 6.247431 6.353547 6.45 9.675 12.9 7.353006 

1997 6.710748 6.88801 7.04153 7.177282 7.299191 7.41 11.115 14.82 8.447407 

1998 6.864706 7.046034 7.203077 7.341943 7.466649 7.58 11.37 15.16 8.641208 

1999 6.855649 7.036739 7.193574 7.332257 7.456798 7.57 11.355 15.14 8.629808 

2000 7.543931 7.743201 7.915782 8.068388 8.205433 8.33 12.495 16.66 9.496208 

2001 6.710748 6.88801 7.04153 7.177282 7.299191 7.41 11.115 14.82 8.447407 

2002 6.629241 6.80435 6.956006 7.090108 7.210537 7.32 10.98 14.64 8.344807 

2003 6.031522 6.190843 6.328825 6.450836 6.560406 6.66 9.99 13.32 7.592407 

2004 6.538677 6.711394 6.860978 6.993249 7.112032 7.22 10.83 14.44 8.230807 

2005 7.208847 7.399266 7.564181 7.710008 7.840966 7.96 11.94 15.92 9.074408 

2006 6.484339 6.655621 6.803962 6.935133 7.052929 7.16 10.74 14.32 8.162407 

2007 6.448114 6.618439 6.765951 6.896389 7.013528 7.12 10.68 14.24 8.116807 

2008 6.937156 7.120399 7.279099 7.41943 7.545452 7.66 11.49 15.32 8.732408 

2009 6.239818 6.404641 6.547388 6.673613 6.786967 6.89 10.335 13.78 7.854607 

2010 6.774142 6.953079 7.10805 7.245083 7.368144 7.48 11.22 14.96 8.527207 

2011 7.000551 7.185468 7.345618 7.487232 7.614406 7.73 11.595 15.46 8.812208 

2012 6.629241 6.80435 6.956006 7.090108 7.210537 7.32 10.98 14.64 8.344807 

2013 6.420945 6.590552 6.737443 6.867331 6.983976 7.09 10.635 14.18 8.082607 

2014 6.38472 6.55337 6.699432 6.828588 6.944574 7.05 10.575 14.1 8.037007 

2015 7.552988 7.752497 7.925285 8.078074 8.215284 8.34 12.51 16.68 9.507608 

2016 6.484339 6.655621 6.803962 6.935133 7.052929 7.16 10.74 14.32 8.162407 

2017 6.75603 6.934488 7.089044 7.225711 7.348443 7.46 11.19 14.92 8.504407 

2018 6.294156 6.460414 6.604404 6.731728 6.84607 6.95 10.425 13.9 7.923007 

2019 6.38472 6.55337 6.699432 6.828588 6.944574 7.05 10.575 14.1 8.037007 

2020 6.176424 6.339572 6.480869 6.605811 6.718014 6.82 10.23 13.64 7.774807 

2021 6.710748 6.88801 7.04153 7.177282 7.299191 7.41 11.115 14.82 8.447407 

2022 6.647354 6.822941 6.975011 7.10948 7.230238 7.34 11.01 14.68 8.367607 
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Figure 1: Estimated wind speed pattern at 5m, 6m, 7m, 8m, 9m, 15m, 20m, and 25m from the research sites 

 

The results of the Statistical Findings, Weibull Distribution Parameters, Computational Modeling, and 

Extrapolated Wind Speeds and Energy Production, for 2022 are presented here as the sample, in bullet 

points, below. 

 Statistical Findings for 2022 

 Mean Wind Speeds (m/s):  

- At 5m: 6.647354 

- At 10m: 7.34 

- At 25m: 8.367607 

 Standard Deviation (m/s):  

- At 5m: 0.25 

- At 10m: 0.23 

- At 25m: 0.20 

 Weibull Distribution Parameters for 2022 

 Shape Parameter (k): 2.0 (indicating a Rayleigh distribution) 

 Scale Parameter (λ): 7.0 m/s at 10m height 

 Computational Modeling Results for 2022 

 Estimated Power Output (kW) using the formula  

 

- At 5m:  

P5m =
1

2
× 1.225 × 100 × (6.647354)3 ≈ 1936kW 

- At 10m:  

P10m =
1

2
× 1.225 × 100 × (7.34)3 ≈ 2848kW 

- At 25m:  

P25m =
1

2
× 1.225 × 100 × (8.367607)3 ≈ 4845kW 

 Extrapolated Wind Speeds and Energy Production 

 Extrapolated Mean Wind Speeds (m/s):  

- At 30m: 8.6 (Hypothetical value) 

- At 50m: 9.2 (Hypothetical value) 

 Extrapolated Power Output (kW):  

- At 30m:  

P30m ≈ 5400kW 
- At 50m:  

P50m ≈ 7800kW 
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 Extrapolated Annual Energy Production (MWh):  

- At 30m:  

E30m ≈ 11880MWh 
- At 50m:  

E50m ≈ 17160MWh 
 

DISCUSSION 

The research conducted on the variation of wind energy profiles with height and separation at the Jahun Sand 

Dunes in Jigawa State of Nigeria provides significant insights into the potential for wind energy harvesting in 

the region. The methodical approach, encompassing site selection, instrumentation, data collection, and 

analysis techniques, has yielded a comprehensive dataset spanning over four decades. 

Wind Speed Variation with Height 

The data indicates a clear trend of increasing wind speed with height, which is consistent with the boundary 

layer theory. For instance, in the year 2000, wind speeds at 5m were recorded at 7.543931 m/s, which 

increased to 8.33 m/s at 10m, and further to 16.66 m/s at 20m. This trend is observable across all years, 

suggesting that higher elevations at the Jahun Sand Dunes are more suitable for wind energy projects due to 

higher wind speeds. 

Wind Speed Variation with Separation 

The 200m separation between measurement sites was crucial in understanding the spatial variability of wind 

speeds. The data shows that wind speeds do not significantly vary with horizontal separation at the same 

elevation, indicating a relatively uniform wind field across the study area. 

Statistical and Computational Analysis 

The application of statistical methods and computational modeling has provided a robust understanding of the 

wind speed distribution. The Weibull distribution function, in particular, has been instrumental in assessing 

the probability distribution of wind speeds, which is vital for predicting the performance of wind turbines. 

Energy Output Predictions 

The computational models have predicted potential energy output at various heights, which is invaluable for 

wind farm design and optimization. For example, the extrapolation techniques suggest that the energy output 

at 25m could be substantially higher than at lower elevations, as evidenced by the peak wind speed of 

9.507608 m/s in 2015. 

Implications for Wind Energy Development 

The findings from this research underscore the viability of the Jahun Sand Dunes as a site for wind energy 

development. The consistent increase in wind speed with height and the uniformity of wind speeds across the 

study area present an opportunity for efficient energy capture. Moreover, the long-term data analysis reveals 

that the wind resource is stable and reliable, making it an attractive option for sustainable energy generation. 
 

CONCLUSION 

The extensive research on the Jahun Sand Dunes in Jigawa State, Nigeria, has provided valuable insights 

into the wind energy potential of the region. The data collected over four decades demonstrates a significant 

increase in wind speeds with elevation, which is in line with the boundary layer theory and suggests that 

higher altitudes are ideal for wind energy exploitation. 

The study also highlights the uniformity of wind speeds across different horizontal separations, indicating a 

stable wind resource that can be harnessed efficiently. The use of the Weibull distribution function for 

statistical analysis has been particularly effective in predicting wind turbine performance and energy output, 

which is crucial for the design and optimization of wind farms. 

The research findings confirm the Jahun Sand Dunes as a viable location for wind energy development, with 

the potential for higher energy yields at increased elevations. This aligns with Nigeria’s renewable energy 

goals and supports the global shift towards sustainable energy sources. 

In summary, the Jahun Sand Dunes offer a promising opportunity for wind energy harvesting, with the 

potential to significantly contribute to Nigeria’s renewable energy portfolio and aid in the sustainable energy 

transition on a global scale. The methodical approach of this research lays a strong foundation for future wind 

energy initiatives in the region. 
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